The Arts
PERFORMING ARTS COLLEGE
The following pages highlight both the amount and the
diversity of the arts at Tiffin. It is the norm that a boy
will play Rugby and Cricket, excel academically, sing,
play, dance and act – and we are all the better for this
as a community. But what is as important is that Tiffin
never becomes insular, rather acts at the centre of the
Kingston community, and this year saw this aspect of
our school develop rapidly.
The Tiffin Dance Company is a beacon for what can be
achieved with Boys’ Dance, and their performances
across London are well documented here. Of equal
importance is the boys’ involvement in local primary
schools, where teachers and parents are so enthusiastic about encountering positive boy role models. Similarly, the Kingston Junior Drama Company uses the
Drama Studio every week and presents its shows every
term in the same space, while the Children’s Chorus
brings over 50 local children to sing with Sian Cadogan
every Monday after school.
The two ‘flagship’ ensembles – the Thames Youth Choir
and Thames Youth Orchestra – are examples of what
can be achieved when a school acts imaginatively with
its local community, fills a gap, and produces artistic
results that would not have been able to be achieved
before. Both TYC and TYO have astounded during the
year, and you can read about the level of excellence
that they have achieved.
With academy status has come the ability to gain a
greater foothold in Kingston and we have done this
though developing a more intense relationship with our
two partner schools, St Joseph’s and King’s Oak, broadening our provision of language classes, and by launching, in conjunction with Kingston Music Service, the
“Choirs for Schools” Project. This year-long project sees
Tiffin supporting the development (and in many cases
the foundation) of a regularly-rehearsing choir in every
one of the 34 primary schools in the borough. A superb
mentoring team, led by Suzi Digby and Rachel Staunton
and involving some of the finest choral trainers in the
UK, is delivering professional development to every
primary school during the year, culminating in a special
School Choirs Festival at the Rose Theatre in June
2013. The response of the schools has been overwhelmingly enthusiastic and we look forward to developing some outstanding choirs.
None of this would be possible without an outstanding
team of specialist Arts staff and enthusiastic and
skilled students at Tiffin, and the following pages testify
to the energy that can be found in every Arts activity,
every day. Enjoy reading!
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TIFFIN BOYS’ CHOIR
Maintaining a choir whose most experienced members
must necessarily leave at the end of each year offers
the unique challenge of shaping a new choir every Sep-

tember. September 2011 represented an even larger
challenge than usual in this respect due to a particularly heavy loss sustained in the summer. And so, the trebles having recorded Anthony Pitts' 'JerusalemYerushalayim' oratorio in October, the full choir faced
its first major test, performing the Rutter Requiem at
Kingston Parish Church for All Souls Day. Taking this
service, which can be described most positively as a
learning experience, in its collective stride, and with
subtle personnel changes blowing away some cobwebs
(!), the choir looked resolutely to rest of the year.
The future certainly looked brighter with a resplendent
Oratorio in late November. Returning to the Rose Theatre provided scope for a dynamic performance of Handel's Saul; the boys' choir joined the Oratorio choir and
a stellar line-up of soloists. Renowned English baritone
and Tiffin Music Department Staff alumnus Roderick
Williams appeared in the titular role, accompanied by
countertenor Robin Blaze, sopranos Sarah Fox and
Ruth Jenkins and tenor Robert Murray (standing in for
Andy Staples); our own Joel Nulsen appeared in a bass
cameo. Following this success, the choir prepared for
its annual service of Nine Lessons and Carols. A very
young treble line (which, only the night before, had performed in the Royal Festival Hall with popular tenor
Russell Watson) coped well with the challenges of a
service which is much anticipated each year. Scrambling (no two singers on a part next to each other) aided the choir in achieving an impressive balance for this
point in the year: The Welsh carol Suo Gan, and In the
Bleak Midwinter (in which the choir enjoyed the company of a scratch staff choir) were memorable highlights.
What proved to be one of the choir's busiest Spring
terms in recent memory got off to a strong start with a
concert at St. John's Waterloo as part of the Brandenburg Choral Festival, whose repertoire, of the Chichester Psalms and Rutter Requiem, was well-received. For
this concert, the choir was fortunate to be joined by
former assistant organist of Westminster Abbey, James
Mcvinnie, as well as other instrumentalists from the
'London Road Ensemble'. Following this success, The
Tiffinians (now in their second year, led by Joel Nulsen
and Peter Lidbetter) gave an effective concert to a delighted audience in the National Portrait Gallery, the
repertoire of which ranged widely, from Britten's The
Ballad of Little Musgrave and Lady Barnard (for which
The Tiffinians were augmented with other members of
the choir) to an arrangement of the Beach Boy's I get
around. However, the tide of engagements with which
the choir was involved seemed to swell to a surfeit after
half term: within nine days alone, the boys' choir 'A' trebles appeared in Britten's War Requiem with the Philharmonia under Lorin Maazel, the 3D premier of Titanic, Mahler's Symphony No. 3 under Semyon Bychkov
with the LSO and Wagner's Parsifal with Mariinsky
Opera under Valery Gergiev! Simultaneously, members
of the boys' choir ATB joined the Thames Youth Choir,
the boys' choir 'B' trebles and the Thames Youth Orchestra in the creation of a 'Coronation Spectacular'
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concert, whose programme centred around music
which has been performed at British Coronations. In
addition, the first half of the concert featured a magnificently staged production of John Blow's 17th Century
masque Venus and Adonis.
The Summer term, though perhaps slightly lighter in its
demands on the singers of the choir, was no less musically focused, the full choir giving a particularly successful concert of music by Henry Purcell at St. James' Piccadilly. The concert, of which a film recording was made
by TBN, included accompaniment from players of the
London Road Ensemble as well as Organist Peter
Jaekel. Purcell sung by the choir was also a key feature
of the end of term concert, in collaboration with
Thames Youth Orchestra: the cantata, Come, ye sons of
art, was a particular highlight. With only Founders' Day,
which included music by Britten (Rejoice in the Lamb)
and Fauré (Cantique de Jean Racine), remaining in the
full choir's schedule, we prepared to farewell another
Upper Sixth, whose members – Tom Batstone, Matty
McConnell, Sam Dando, Matthew Edmunds, Joel
Nulsen, Peter Lidbetter, Enpu Zang and Charlie Hudson
– had defined the choir during their time at Tiffin, and
especially in this, their final year, in which many of their
maturations into exceptionally promising young singers
and musicians became evident.
The year's musical engagements were concluded with
the Trebles involvement in Verdi's Otello at the Royal
Opera House, Covent Garden, which was broadcast on
Radio 3, and by members of the boys' choir ATB joining
the Thames Youth Choir to perform Simon Ferris' Olympic Anthem, Guardian Spirit, Dancing Flame as part of
the festivities surrounding the Olympic Torch relay. The
choir ended the academic year pleased with their hard
work and looking forward to the prospect of a December tour to Germany and a school carol service in
Southwark: the Autumn term was awaited with excitement!
Jack Hawkins

SWING BAND
The Tiffin Swing Band had a shaky start to the year with
seven spots to fill after the old upper sixth left, and
were sceptical as to whether the band would be as successful as in previous years. These thoughts were put
to rest as Nikolaj Schubert, Peter Lidbetter, Matthew
Elmore and Andrew Howe all took on the lead chairs in
the band and grasped the opportunity with both hands.
Individual players flourished throughout the year and
the band as a whole gelled extremely well. The highlight of the year was at Tiffin in the Garden - Peter’s
infamous one-handed Soul Bossa Nova solo. The year
finished with an amazing tour of Spain and even though
we have had to say goodbye to Peter Lidbetter, Miles
Dilworth, Andrew Howe, Chris Mallet, Charlie Hudson
and Will Whiting, the year ahead looks very promising.
Thank you to all in the band for an amazing year.
Matt Elmore
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THAMES YOUTH CHOIR
What a year it’s been for the Thames Youth Choir! Going into its second year, it started off with a masterclass/concert in Surbiton with Ken Burton (renowned
for his exceptional work with choirs around the country), before performing Saul with the Tiffin Oratorio
Choir at the Rose Theatre in November to a packed
house. This was followed swiftly by a headlining performance at the Richard Mayo Centre in Kingston, performing with a collection of local primary school choirs,
which was very well received by the audience. The New
Year ushered in intensive rehearsals in preparation for
TYC’s most ambitious project yet- a fully staged production of John Blow’s Venus and Adonis, including a stunning range of soloists (most prominently Peter Lidbetter
and Zoe Robinson in the titular roles of Venus and Adonis) and orchestra! This coincided with the concert for
the Queen’s Jubilee, and so for three packed nights the
choir performed classic coronation music including Zadok the Priest and I was Glad. The school year was
rounded off by a trip to Queen’s, Oxford, before we
were given the honour of performing Guardian Spirit
(Kingston’s official Olympic anthem) as the torch
passed through Kingston during a televised event. The
year concluded with the first ever joint TYO/TYC tour to
Bilbao, Spain. It was a massive success, performing to
sell out crowds at a range of venues in the cultural
heart of Spain.
Nicholas Wong

THAMES YOUTH ORCHESTRA
With the Thames Youth Orchestra now firmly established as one of the area’s leading youth music initiatives, the foundation was there from which to jump
straight into the deep end with regards to the concert
repertoire - starting the year with a programme of Mahler’s 4th Symphony, Wagner’s Overture to Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg and Liszt’s Les Preludes proved to
be an exciting challenge for even the most experienced
players. This, coupled with the moving on of several of
the orchestra’s most high-profile members, could easily
have led to a decline in the quality of the orchestra’s
sound. However, the continued effort of the TYO staff to
bring out the best in musicians was rewarded, as players filled the shoes of the departed and the orchestra
was reborn from the ashes of 2011’s programme
notes. An extra incentive for excellence was also present, though, as this now reinvented ensemble was
joined for the Mahler symphony by celebrity – the appearance of international operatic soprano Sarah Fox in
the fourth movement made the players put that extra
bit of practice in, contributing massively to the resounding success of January’s concert, which also featured
the orchestra’s highest ever audience numbers for a
Kingston Parish Church concert.
On a roll from the triumph of the first concert, the orchestra quickly moved on to its Easter repertoire, Malcolm Arnold’s and Dmitri Shostakovich’s 5th symphonies. Contrasting works from two very different composers, the music allowed the orchestra to showcase its

versatility - from the loud and brash to the soft and tender, the ensemble embraced it all, with the sound of
the orchestra flourishing as the year’s new players had
by then completely settled into their roles and practice
routines. Shostakovich’s 5th Symphony, one of his most
popular works and a staple of youth orchestra repertoire around the world, went off in the concert without a
hitch and was much appreciated by the audience. However, it was Malcolm Arnold’s 5th Symphony that stole
the show, the technically adept and superbly musical
rendition of which impressed everyone, especially
members of Malcolm Arnold’s family and managers of
his estate, who were seated in the audience – they
have since expressed their wishes to hear TYO play
more Malcolm Arnold compositions.
The summer term, which traditionally features contemporary music, gave orchestra members the chance to
learn new skills through the music of Honegger’s Pacific 231, Messiaen’s Les Offrandes Oubliées, Takemitsu’s A Flock Descends Into The Pentagonal Garden,
Bozza’s Suite for Four Horns and Varèse’s Ionisation.
Ionisation and the Suite for Four Horns particularly
stood out in this concert, not just through the high quality of playing but also because they showed the initiative and the work put into the orchestra by its members
– the French horn section organised and rehearsed the
Suite under their own steam without any input from the
coaches, setting an example as to how dedicated student-run initiatives, with the right amount of effort, can
produce results. For Ionisation, a percussion piece, the
orchestra members that volunteered to play in it had to
learn entirely new instruments and come to grips with
complex rhythms. However, here, once again, the hard
work put in by the musicians showed and the piece,
accompanied by video art devised by former TYO trumpeter Robert Hawkins, thrilled the audience, many of
whom had never encountered music such as this before.
For the TYO strings, an extra concert opportunity came
up, joining California’s Orange County High School Orchestra and Choir in Westminster Central Hall for a performance of Dvořák’s Te Deum, opening up a new
transatlantic collaboration for TYO that could in a few
years lead to a tour to America. This year’s tour, thanks
to a huge fundraising effort of busking and bag-packing
in M&S, headed to sunny Spain. The tour, the high
point of every TYO year, did not disappoint, proving to
be an exciting balance between sightseeing and music
making. This year’s tour, as a joined venture with the
Thames Youth Choir and for the second year running,
the Tiffin Swing Band, notably featured an extraordinary
rendition by Tiffin Leaver Will Whiting of Strauss’s 1st
Horn Concerto. The concerts also gave the opportunity
for the orchestra to gain experience accompanying a
choir as TYC and TYO came together to perform Purcell’s Come Ye Sons Of Art.
As the year came to an end, it was time to say goodbye
to the leavers, who will be sorely missed, and welcome

to TYO 2012-13! If you love orchestral music, why not
come to one of our next concerts?
Nikolaj Schubert

DANCE
2012 has been another successful and eventful year
for Tiffin dance, with performances ranging from Alexandra Infant School just up the road to the Royal Opera
House’s Linbury Theatre, one of the most prestigious
dance theatres in the world. The dance calendar began
early this year for our group (the Year 10 company) with
a guest performance at Kingston Grammar School’s
house dance. Many hours of rehearsal and a solid routine accompanied by a song called ‘Fix you’ by Coldplay
led to a great performance, and hopefully an invitation
to perform again at next year’s event.
U. Dance is an annual national dance competition that
aims to champion dance for children and young people.
Mrs Brittain (head of dance at Tiffin) saw the contest as
a great opportunity to showcase our group’s skills, and
familiarise and improve performance and technique,
two qualities essential for later success in the GCSE
course. An audition at London’s Southbank Centre despite the disadvantage of irregular staging and no preperformance rehearsal time went well enough for Tiffin
to advance to the final eight of the fifty original applicants. This led us to Sadler’s Wells, a venue we usually
visit to watch a dance, not to perform our own. The
magnitude of the stage space and the quality of lighting
was nothing our group were used to. Companies such
as AD1 made competition difficult, and despite a strong
and energetic performance from Tiffin, we did not advance. Despite this we gained ideas and inspiration
from other performers, which in some cases will not
easily be forgotten.
Bronco’s Rugby League would not usually be associated with dance, but in a project early this year we
worked on creating a piece along with Vicky Frayard
(one of the team’s artistic representatives). We worked
on the piece for about six to eight weeks in the Year 10
dance company rehearsal slot (Tuesday afternoon), in
preparation for a final performance at Richmond College. The piece was nothing like what we were used to
as it was choreographed by neither Mrs Brittain nor
ourselves; however, it was beneficial for each and every
dancer to get external choreographic experience.
Every year the Year 11 set, as part of their GCSE, must
produce choreographies 2.5-3.5 minutes long. It has
become traditional that they select dancers from lower
years in the school to perform them. Aman Grewal and
myself were selected to work on a piece for Zia Farooq,
Arravin Jeyakarunakaran and Al Taki performed for
Robin Ward, and Ash Grover and Jordan James performed on behalf of Harry Cross; a piece so impressive
it scored full marks with the examiner. These choreographies gave all of us involved more performance experience and an opportunity to find out about how demanding the coursework is, leaving us better prepared
for next year.
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the show and allowed the audience of mainly ballet
fanatics to experience dance completely different to
what they usually witness.
Dance at Tiffin has given me the opportunity to learn
and work with others outside of the classroom. I have
been able to work independently and in groups, which
has allowed me to explore different styles of dance as
well as my own, and express ideas that others may find
intriguing or inspirational. It has been another year
where I have improved as a performer, and will hopefully put me in good form for an excellent year in 2013.
William Murphy

Every year since 2008 Youth Dance England has been
running a scheme called ‘Young Creatives’. Designed
for 15-19 year olds, the programme aims to give young
choreographers all the skills needed to create high
quality dance. Working in partnership with the Royal
Opera House, The Royal Ballet School and professional
choreographers, YDE Young Creatives offers a unique
experience with prestigious artists and facilities at two
world-class organisations. Mrs Brittain saw this as a
great opportunity for some of the members of the Tiffin
dance community. Nitesh Nagrath (upper sixth), having
achieved an A*grade last year applied for an audition
at the Royal Opera House in December 2011. After
impressing at the audition, Nitesh was awarded a rare
place in the final 12 of the hundreds who applied. As
part of the programme the final twelve choreographers
and their selected dancers were invited on a residential
trip to the Royal Ballet School, Richmond White Lodge.
The four day skill booster gave the dancers and choreographers a chance to work with top artists and the
opportunities to use some of the best dance facilities in
the country; not an opportunity that could easily be declined! After hours of arduous training and intense rehearsals the piece was ready for the big stage. Performed by Ki Baik Son (upper sixth), Arravin Jeyakarunakaran ,William Murphy, Edward Burrell and Russell
Davies (all in current Year 11), the performance could
not have gone better and was definitely (for me) the
highlight of the academic year!
Wayne McGregor is one of the most established choreographers in British modern dance. His work is highly
distinctive in its vocabulary of movement, for its integration of dance with film and visual art. Wayne saw a
spark in Nitesh which resulted in him being awarded
the opportunity to have work experience with Mr
McGregor in London over the summer holidays.
Our year-group is notorious for our incessant use of
acrobatic movements, so in our most recent dance performance we were tasked to use as few gymnastic manoeuvres as possible, something some of us struggled
with. The dance, accompanied by a piece of music
called ‘Optimist’ by Zoe Keating , was based around
falling and losing balance. Performing in June at the
Royal Ballet School, Richmond White Lodge, we stole
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Junior Dance Company
The last year has been a good one for the Year 9 dance
company. We took part in a collaborated project with
Ricards Lodge Girls’ School and the Royal Ballet School
where we spent a few months creating a piece and performing it in front of parents and even a few teachers
at The Royal Ballet School, Richmond Park. It was a
good experience for us and we all improved our dancing skills by experiencing the quality of dance at the
Ballet School.
Year 8 Dance Company has been founded and Tiffin
secured a project with Sakoba Dance Company. Dancers learned and explored African style of dance and
worked on a choreography performed together with
Kingston College students in Kingston Market Square
during the International Arts Festival.
Some of the Year 9 dancers were working on GCSE
performances for the Year 11s; we learnt their choreography and all performed well to achieve high grades in
the final GCSE exam . Along with all this, we have all
been working on two Junior Dance Company pieces: we

performed the first many times at events in and outside
of school, the second at Tiffin in the Garden. All in all,
the year 2011-12 has been one of learning, improvement and good dancing for the company. We are looking forward to next year, having enjoyed this one and
with many of us taking GCSE dance.
Duncan Garner

DRAMA
Last academic year was an incredibly fruitful one for
the drama department. The production of Sweeney
Todd occupied the autumn term, followed by two Year
10 student productions, The History Boys and The Importance of Being Earnest, in the spring and summer
terms. All three shows were great successes, reinforcing and fuelling the ever-growing part which theatre
plays within the Tiffin community.
Sweeney Todd, a gruesome and darkly comic musical
by Stephen Sondheim, was directed by Head of Drama
Lucy Hughes, with Simon Ferris as the musical director.
Because of the cross-curricular nature of musical theatre, the production attracted an unusually wide range of
actors – the regular posse of die-hard Tiffin drama devotees was joined by a selection of choir members and
their brilliant voices. Chris Born and Tommy Latimer
shared the central role of Sweeney Todd, while Hannah
Kate Kelly and Sophie Platts alternated as Mrs Lovett.
Also in principal roles were Robert Singleton, James
Chauncey, Laura Bithell, Sam Dando, Finbar Fitzgerald,
Matthew McConnell and Steffi Schoffield, along with a
chorus of twenty three. The orchestra, all masterful
musicians, managed to learn and perform the incredibly difficult score in about three weeks without so much
as batting an eyelid.
Despite extensive rehearsal, the four performances
were littered with small slip-ups: wigs were forgotten,
microphones malfunctioned, and on one night an entire
little section was accidentally missed out, as the quintet were obliviously rehearsing that very section at the
end of the corridor. But this was inevitable, and through
some ingenious spur-of-the-moment improvisation, the
vast majority went unnoticed. A cornucopia of props
was procured from the National Theatre, including an
ominous chair which contorted when a lever was
pulled, sending the unfortunate victim down a precariously cobbled together slide at the side of the stage.
Hughes’ design, and a very dedicated construction
team, meant the set was strikingly impressive. The
show was met with unanimous positivity, and can safely be classed as a total hit.
Next up was The History Boys, by Alan Bennett, directed by Adam Mirsky and co-directed by James Heyworth-Taylor (both students in Year 10), which was performed mid-March. A complex, intelligent and subtle
play, set in a boys' grammar school in Yorkshire in the
early '80s, it questions our perception of education,
sexuality and history. Akshay Khanna, Luke Sansom,
Taylor Hanson and Louis Norris played teachers, while
Alex Keane, Tom Hunter, Joe Prentice, Finn StewartHayman, Tom Morris, Steffan Evans, Jonathan Ashenafi
and Daniel Vorley played students. Jordan James, Ben
Baker, Josh Cobb and Miss Ferraro also made fleeting

appearances in the opening scene of Act Two. The directors and cast completely rose to the challenge of
putting on such an adult piece of theatre, and in fact
having students at an all-boys grammar school playing
students at an all-boys grammar school (let alone an
audience of teachers watching a play about teaching)
gave an extraordinary sense of truth and relevance to
the production, which made it especially intimate to
watch.
In the summer, the thespians of Year 10 brought into
being yet another production, the third and final show
of the year. The Importance of Being Earnest, a hilarious comedy by Oscar Wilde, was directed by Louis Norris and performed by an all-male cast of eight, exactly
half of whom played women. In drag were Josh Cobb,
Henry Willis, Luke Sansom and James Heyworth-Taylor
(whose violently colourful performance as Lady Bracknell so astounded audiences that he was awarded a
Jack Petchy for it). Akshay Khanna and Finn StewartHayman played the central roles of Jack and Algernon,
with Adam Mirsky and Pranavan Srishangar both also
playing men. Though of a very different nature, the
show lived up to the success of its predecessor The
History Boys, and left audiences moved and highly entertained. It was altogether a great year for the department, leading the way for countless shows to come. It
also completely opened up the prospect of student productions, one which has lain dormant in Tiffin for many
years, and hopefully this will inspire young creative
minds to kickstart a culture of theatrical initiative within
the school, and give rise to other such productions in
the years to come.
Louis Norris
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